fencing systems

art of creating
eating

fences

PREF-BET s.c. is a family-owned company
founded in 1980, involved in manufacturing, sales,
and installation of concrete, split, system, module,
metal, wooden fences of various design and
dimensions. We also offer paving blocks, facade
cladding and gates automatics.
In order to address your expectations, we are proud
to inform, that we have started manufacturing of
DOUBLE SIDED CONCRETE FENCES.
The DOUBLE SIDED CONCRETE FENCES
manufactured by our company are completely new
product on the Polish market.
The design on the DOUBLE SIDED CONCRETE
FENCE is the same at the front and backside and
owing to this it is possible to have a common
neighbourhood investment. Application of modern
manufacturing technology enables realization of
unique and inspiring solution - DOUBLE SIDED

CONCRETE FENCES look very nice from the
inside as well as from the outside of the property.
The fences offered by PREF-BET are widely
recognised among the customers and have a
proven reputation of aesthetically made, solid and
lasting. We possess a modern factory and employ
qualified employees.
We direct to you the comprehensive offer covering
all the stages of the investment: area
measurement, professional advisory, products
offer matching the intended purpose and
architecture of your property, delivery and
professional installation of a fence.
Our company's offer of fences is very extensive,
and therefore can be applied universally: to private
as well as industrial and public facilities.
Individual and flexible approach to customer's
needs allows us to realize unusual orders.

Double Sided Concrete Fences
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DOUBLE SIDED

CONCRETE FENCES

Double sided concrete fence
design: brick
colour: sandy

In order to address your expectations, we are proud to inform, that we have started manufacturing
of double sided concrete fences.
The double sided concrete fences manufactured by our company are completely new product on
the Polish market. Our fences are manufactured in earth colours, and therefore look impressively
and modern. In this way, we obtained a fence, which looks very natural and light, perfectly matching
every place.
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PREF-BET

Double sided concrete fence
design: sandstone
colour: graphite

Double sided concrete fence
design: sandstone
colour: sandy and graphite

Double sided concrete fence
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The same design on both sides
ź The design on the double sided concrete

fence is the same at the front and backside.
ź There are no gaps between slabs - uniform

surface effect.
ź Simple installation of the three-element

ź
ź
ź
ź
ź
ź
ź

ź

ź

system does not require extensive
construction works.
Acoustic insulation, protects perfectly
against noise.
Earth colours - matches every place.
High UV resistance parameters.
Many years of use comfort.
Elements design allows for individual fence
height.
Double sided fence does not require
impregnation.
Excellent quality of not dyed concrete
guarantees unchanged fence appearance
for many years.
Double sided fence elements allow for
creating constructions which are partially
open for wooden or metal panels.
Double sided fence elements produced on
new technological lines are characterized
by manufacturing precision.

Double sided concrete fence
design: sandstone
colour: sandy and graphite

Double sided concrete fence
design: sandstone
colour: graphite
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PREF-BET

Double sided concrete fence
design: sandstone
colour: sandy

Double sided concrete fence
design: sandstone
colour: sandy

Double sided concrete fence
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Double sided concrete fence
design: sandstone
colour: sandy and graphite

PREF-BET

Design Flexibility

Double sided concrete fence
design: brick
colour: sandy

Double sided concrete fence
design: brick
colour: sandy and graphite

Double sided concrete fence
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Common Neighbourhood Investment

Double sided concrete fence
design: sandstone, colour: sandy
filling in: metal P 26

As a filling in material for DOUBLE
SIDED CONCRETE FENCES any
material can be applied - in such
a way we will obtain an open-work
fence.
A variety of available finishing
allows easily match proper product
with every surrounding.

Double sided concrete fence
design: sandstone, colour: sandy
filling in: wooden Modern
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PREF-BET

Double sided concrete fence
design: sandstone, colour: sandy
filling in: wooden Modern

Double sided concrete fence
design: brick, colour: sandy
filling in: wooden Modern

Double sided concrete fence
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COLOUR PALETTE
BRICK

SANDSTONE

sandy
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Carefully designed products allow for realization
of unique and inspiring solutions.
Excellent quality of not dyed concrete guarantees
unchanged fence appearance for many years.

sandy

dark sandy

dark sandy

grey

grey

graphite

graphite

anthracite

anthracite

PREF-BET

Fence Chart

panel roof

5

post roof

30

fence panel

30

post

Prior to the commencement of works,
installation manual should be read.
Detailed information is available on the
website www.pref-bet.pl

30

185

30

The system is complemented by metal or wooden
fence panels, available in a variety of styles
and dimensions.
Metal designs - page 52
Wooden designs - page 46

30

Impregnation recommended

30

Select a concrete wood imitation
page 82

Can be painted with special concrete paints

80

60

concrete
foundation

20

0,40 x 0,40 m

Product resistant to weather conditions
20

151

40

20

40

Not dyed product

Double sided concrete fence
design: sandstone
colour: sandy and graphite

Double sided concrete fence
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SPLIT BLOCKS

FENCES

The PREF-BET company offers a fence system
imitating natural sandstone. The system is
composed of split blocks and concrete refractory
shapes of various dimensions, shapes and
colours.
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The advantage of such solution is simple and fast
installation. The blocks design allows for fast
connection of elements with each other and
eliminates a time-consuming process of an
installed fence grouting and sealing.

PREF-BET

Split block - sandy
wooden filling in - Floral

Split block - grey and white
metal filling in

Split block - sandy
wooden filling in - Floral

Split blocks fences

Split block - golden autumn D2
wooden filling in - Abstrakt
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ease of maintenance
and using enjoyment
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Split block - grey and sandy
wooden filling in - Floral

PREF-BET

LOW
ABSORBILITY

HIGH FROST
RESISTANCE

RESISTANCE
TO DAMAGE

Split block - graphite
wooden filling in - Modern

Fences of split blocks and refractory shapes, manufactured of the best
materials will bring a unique style to your surroundings. Apart from the
outstanding design they are distinguished by the fact that they are solid and
lasting, which is a characteristic feature of PREF-BET company products.

Split blocks fences
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precision and
perfect appearance

A fence design guarantees simple and quick
installation. A modular character of the
system allows for easy fence height
corrections. They modules are connected by
means of a small amount of adhesive.
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The fencing system elements are produced
on the new technological lines, owing to
which they are characterized by high
precision and at the same time, by perfect
appearance.

PREF-BET

Split block - white
wooden filling in - Abstrakt

PREF-BET fencing system means ease of maintenance and using enjoyment.
Excellent quality of not dyed aggregated concrete guarantees fence
appearance for many years, in spite of changing weather conditions, passing
time and mechanical abrasion.

Split blocks fences
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Split block - graphite

Split block allows for creating a complete
fence.
It can be also applied to arrange the terrace.
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PREF-BET fencing system allows for creating
unlimited combinations, that is why such
a solution is eagerly selected by architects.

PREF-BET

Split block - sandy

Split blocks fences
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COLOUR PALETTE

white

grey and white

sandy

grey and sandy

golden autumn D2

golden autumn D1

graphite
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PREF-BET

Split block - graphite
metal filling in

Split blocks fences
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Split block (post)
symbol: B2
weight: about 25.5 kg

Split block (foundation)
symbol: B1
weight: about 25.5 kg

Split block (foundation)
symbol: A1
weight: about 19.2 kg

Foundation block
(with a groove)
symbol: D2
weight: about 30 kg

Foundation block
(full)
symbol: D1
weight: about 33 kg

Prior to the commencement of works,
installation manual should be read.
Detailed information is available on the website
www.pref-bet.pl

The system is complemented by metal or wooden fence
panels, available in a variety of styles and dimensions.
Metal designs - page 52
Wooden designs - page 46
Fences are crowned with gable foundation and post roofs.
Roofs designs - page 54
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PREF-BET

16 cm SPLIT BLOCKS

FENCING SYSTEM
PREF-BET fencing system of split blocks is created of foundation elements manufactured of
formwork blocks, carrying beam and blocks of split structure. Blocks design allows for adjusting
height and quick connecting of elements. The system ensures the elimination of costly and timeconsuming grouting system. It allows for creating a fence in a way which significantly decreases
its construction costs.

Split block
(post)
symbol: A2
weight: about 19.2 kg

Split block
symbol: A4
weight: about 8 kg

Refractory shapes block
(foundation)
symbol: A3
weight: about 12 kg
link

220 or 273 cm

Ground beam
(reinforced)
symbol: D3 (220 cm)
weight: about 80 kg
symbol: D3 (273 cm)
weight: about 95 kg

Recommended impregnation

Select paving blocks for the fence
www.pref-bet.pl

Split blocks fences

Not dyed product
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8 cm

SPLIT BLOCKS FENCES

Split block - grey and white
wooden filling in - Floral

Split block - dark sandy
wooden filling in - Modern
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PREF-BET

Colour Palette

sandy

dark sandy

grey and sandy

Fences made of split block constitute a solution which ensures quick
final effect.
They are characterized by clear aesthetics of the stone block, unusually
simple and fast installation, durability and quality. Elements combined
with adhesive allow for creation of almost any shape. They ensure that
the fence perfectly fits the form of the landscape.

grey and white

Split block - dark sandy
wooden filling in - Floral

Split blocks fences
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Split block
(post)
symbol: G2
weight: about 13 kg

Split block
(foundation)
symbol: G1
weight: about 13 kg

Split block
(foundation)
symbol: F1
weight: about 8 kg

Foundation block
(with a groove)
symbol: D2
weight: about 30 kg

Foundation block
(full)
symbol: D1
weight: about 33 kg

Prior to the commencement of works,
installation manual should be read. Detailed
information is available on the website
www.pref-bet.pl

The system is complemented by metal or wooden fence
panels, available in a variety of styles and dimensions.
Metal designs - page 52
Wooden designs - page 46
Fences are crowned with gable foundation
and post roofs.
Roofs designs - page 54
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PREF-BET

8 cm SPLIT BLOCKS

FENCING SYSTEM
PREF-BET fencing system of split blocks is created of foundation elements manufactured of
formwork blocks, carrying beam and blocks of split structure. Blocks design allows for adjusting
height and quick connecting of elements. The system ensures the elimination of costly and timeconsuming grouting system. It allows for creating a fence in a way which significantly decreases
its construction costs.

Split block
(post)
symbol: F2
weight: about 8 kg

Refractory shapes block
(foundation)
symbol: F3
weight: about 6 kg

link

Ground beam
(reinforced)
220 or 273 cm

symbol: D3 (220 cm)
weight: about 80 kg
symbol: D3 (273 cm)
weight: about 95 kg

Recommended impregnation

Select paving blocks for the fence
www.pref-bet.pl

Split blocks fences

Not dyed product
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16 cm / 8 cm
SPLIT BLOCKS FENCES

PREF-BET offers another fencing system imitating natural sandstone.
A fence made of 16 cm / 8 cm split blocks is a new method of split blocks
laying, based on fencing elements constituting the block series with the height
of 16 cm and 8 cm.
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PREF-BET

system elements
It is a perfect combination of well known blocks type A, B, F, G, which creates an
unprecedented and astonishing effect.
It is a perfect solution for people who like to distinguish themselves while, at the same
time maintaining the elegant style.

Split block
(post)
symbol: B2
weight: about 25.5 kg

Split block
(post)
symbol: G2
weight: about 13 kg

Split blocks fences

Split block
(foundation)
symbol: B1
weight: about 25.5 kg

Split block
(foundation)
symbol: G1
weight: about 13 kg

Split block
(foundation)

Split block

symbol: A1
weight: about 19.2 kg

symbol: F1
weight: about 8 kg
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Installation Method

G2

G2

B2

G1

B2

8 cm 8 cm +16 cm

B2

Panel
85 cm height

G2

B1

G2

F1

A1

F1

8 cm

A1

Panel
85 cm height

B2

While constructing posts of 128 cm height, the building process should start with the layer of 8 cm blocks, i.e. G2 and G1

G1

Panel
100 cm height

G2

G2
B2

B2

8 cm +16 cm

B2

B1

A1

F1

The system is complemented by metal or wooden fence
panels, available in a variety of styles and dimensions.
Metal designs - page 52
Wooden designs - page 46
Fences are crowned with
gable foundation and post roofs.
Roofs designs - page 54

8 cm +16 cm

G2

Panel
100 cm height

B2
G2

A1

F1

Recommended impregnation

Select paving blocks for the fence
www.pref-bet.pl

Not dyed product
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PREF-BET

filling in elements

The system is not only composed of split blocks and wooden panels, but also
includes fillings in, metal gates and gateways of new series, available in 6
different patterns - starting with sophisticated ones, decorated with fusing glass,
through modern patterns and finishing with traditional models.

Owing to various patterns the
filling in elements offer a
range of arrangement
possibilities and matching
with architecture as well as
with the form of the
landscape.

Split blocks fences
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SPLIT REFRACTORY

SHAPES FENCES

Split refractory shape - sandy
wooden filling in - Abstrakt
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PREF-BET

Split refractory shape - golden autumn D1
wooden filling in - Abstrakt

A fence made of PREF-BET split refractory shapes will add character to each, even the
least attractive, with respect to architecture, building shape.
This solution is characterised by aesthetics, which relates to the classical brick or a
small stone.
The advantage of the refractory shapes is simple installation, possibility of creating any
combinations and connections and perfect usage parameters.
Fences made of split refractory shapes are recommended for classic and stylized
architecture due to their warm character. Their mild appearance is due to small
elements creating the structure.

Split refractory shapes fences
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mild and warm character
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PREF-BET

split refractory shape - golden autumn D2
wooden filling in - Floral

Split refractory shapes fences
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Colour palette

grey and white

sandy

grey and sandy

golden autumn D2

golden autumn D1

A wide range of additional elements, such as hardware, or
gates as well as the selection of five fashionable colours makes
that the fencing systems made of split refractory shapes are the
most frequently selected gates, with respect to visual
appearance, from among those available on the market.
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PREF-BET

split refractory shape - grey and sandy
wooden filling in - Abstrakt

Fences made of split refractory shapes are composed of a number of elements, which
are easy to install, and which make the construction modules.
Owing to this, the fence is recommended for projects with short execution time.
The elements allow for creating various constructions, including bars, columns,
pavilions, grilles or low-rise garden constructions elements.

Split refractory shapes fences
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Corner split
refractory shape
symbol LL
weight: about 1.7 kg

Corner split
refractory shape
symbol LP
weight: about 1.7 kg

Straight split
refractory shape
symbol J
weight: about 1.8 kg

Foundation block
(with a groove)
symbol: D2
weight: about 30 kg

Foundation block
(full)
symbol: D1
weight: about 33 kg

Prior to the commencement of
works, installation manual should be
read. Detailed information is
available on the website
www.pref-bet.pl

The system is complemented by metal or wooden fence
panels, available in a variety of styles and dimensions.
Metal designs - page 52
Wooden designs - page 46
Fences are crowned with gable foundation
and post roofs.
Roofs designs - page 54
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PREF-BET

FENCING SYSTEM

OF SPLIT REFRACTORY SHAPES
PREF-BET system of split refractory shapes is composed of concrete elements similar to the
wall elements.
Refractory shapes construction allows for fast connection by means of the glue.
Designed in the form of modules allow for elimination of costly and time-consuming grouting
process of particular elements of the classic, brick fence.

Ground beam
(reinforced)
220 or 273 cm

symbol: D3 (220 cm)
weight: about 80 kg
symbol: D3 (273 cm)
weight: about 95 kg

Recommended impregnation

Select paving blocks for the fence
www.pref-bet.pl

Split refractory shapes fences

Not dyed product
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GROOVED BLOCKS

FENCES
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Grooved block - graphite
wooden filling in - Abstrakt

PREF-BET

Grooved block - graphite
metal filling in P 27

PREF-BET fencing system of grooved block is an easy way for a spectacular fence.
Its advantage is low absorbility, high frost resistance, and resistance to damages.
It allows for a modern finishing of private properties as well as commercial or parking sites.
Elements allow for creating structures which are partially open for wooden or metal panels, as well as for creating full fencing
walls.
Grooved blocks have a characteristic ribbed structure. The industrial element character is underlined by modern, strong
graphite colour.

Grooved blocks fences
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Grooved block
(post)
symbol: C1
weight: about 20.5 kg

Grooved block
(foundation)
symbol: C2
weight: about 15.5 kg

Foundation block
(with a groove)
symbol: D2
weight: about 30 kg

(pełny)

Foundation block
symbol: D1
weight: about 33 kg

Prior to the commencement of
works, installation manual should be
read. Detailed information is
available on the website
www.pref-bet.pl

The system is complemented by metal or wooden fence
panels, available in a variety of styles and dimensions.
Metal designs - page 52
Wooden designs - page 46
Fences are crowned with gable foundation
and post roofs.
Roofs designs - page 54
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PREF-BET

GROOVED BLOCKS

FENCING SYSTEM
The advantage of this solution is its great simplicity. The system is composed of two main elements. The
installation easiness and flexibility with respect to ground conditions allow for reducing terrain
configuration.
Thanks to the above, maintaining of the fence line has become simple.
Grooved blocks are resistant to frost, moisture, and UV radiation. They can be painted with the facade
concrete paints.

220 or 273 cm

Ground beam
(reinforced)
symbol: D3 (220 cm)
weight: about 80 kg
symbol: D3 (273 cm)
weight: about 95 kg

Recommended impregnation

Select paving blocks for the fence
www.pref-bet.pl

Grooved blocks fences

Not dyed product
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BAYS

for SPLIT FENCES
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Wooden fillings MODERN
MODERN series is composed of four proposals for persons who
appreciate simplicity. Such types of fences will prove perfect
accompanied with classical architecture as well as next to the
modern buildings.

M1 Vertic

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

M2 Horizon

M3 Direct

M4 Uni

M5 Modero

M5 Prima
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Wooden fillings ABSTRAKT
It is the set of fencing elements which are very distinctive and in an interesting, with
respect to patter, composition with modern metalwork elements. This series panels will
be perfect for residences and representative places.

A1 Greek

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

A2 Heim

A3 Maison

A4 Casa
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PREF-BET

Grooved blocks fencing system
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Wooden fillings FLORAL
Precisely manufactured forged element with natural, floral motives will make
the fence become the part of the landscape.
Recommended for buildings with soft, natural form and stylised
arrangements.

F1 Edera

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

F2 Croco

F3 Lily

F4 Rosa
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PREF-BET

Grooved blocks fencing system
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Metal Fillings

P 12

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

panel

gate leaf

gateway

P 12 b

P 26

P 27
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PREF-BET

P 12 g

P 22

P 15

P 25 c

Grooved blocks fencing system
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SPLIT FENCES

ROOFS
SMOOTH SURFACE

SPLIT SURFACE

23 cm

23 cm

46 cm

46 cm

Post roof

Post roof

symbol: E9
weight: about 10 kg
colour:
graphite / brown

symbol: E10
weight: about 10 kg
colour:
graphite / brown

35 cm

35 cm

35 cm

35 cm

Post roof

Post roof

symbol: E11
weight: about 14.7 kg
colour:
graphite / brown

symbol: E12
weight: about 14.7 kg
colour:
graphite / brown

25 cm

25 cm

31 cm
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31 cm

Post roof

Post roof

symbol: E7
weight: about 14.7 kg
colour:
graphite / brown

symbol: E8
weight: about 14.7 kg
colour:
graphite / brown

PREF-BET

Not dyed product

Recommended impregnation

Split fences roofs

PREF-BET fencing system is visually finished with gable base and
post roofs.
Two universal colours have been selected so that the roofs blend
in with the fence colours, not emphasising their presence.
The roofs protect the fence surface against exposure to moisture.
The roofs are available in two options:
with smooth and split surface.
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SPLIT

PALISADES
A concrete palisade colours correspond to the fences colours.
It is similar to the stone cuboid.
A concrete palisade is resistant to frost and damage, available in
two heights. It will perfectly protect gravelled paths or the edge of
garden stairs.
Aggregated concrete which looks like stone covered with patina
will perfectly blend in with the garden greenery and area
arrangement.

40 cm

22 cm

Not dyed product

7,5 cm

Recommended impregnation
8 cm

Grey and white

Sandy
Graphite

Dark brown

White
Grey and sandy

Light brown
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PREF-BET

Golden autumn D1

Grey and red

Red and graphite
Golden autumn D2

Split Palisades
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CONCRETE

WALL CLADDING
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grey and red

PREF-BET

white

GIBRALTAR

Concrete wall cladding constitutes the
material which is used for finishing of
vertical surfaces, such as walls,
columns, bar counters, fireplaces, or
fences.
Thanks to their noble form and
unusually practical functional
properties, they are a perfect
alternative for persons searching for
modern wall cladding.
They are simple to install, durable,
frost resistant - they are designed in
10 colour series.

Recommended impregnation

Select paving blocks for the fence
www.pref-bet.pl

sandy

Concrete Wall Cladding
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golden autumn D1

TODRA

grey and white
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PREF-BET

red and graphite

They are exceptionally resistant to
damages, which is characteristic for
concrete. That is why, they will be
perfect as the wall cladding for bar,
counter, patio, or as the wall cladding
of a staircase - places exposed to
scratches and mechanical damages.
Concrete wall cladding constitutes very
modern finishing material. Their simple
form of a cuboid offers nearly unlimited
opportunities while designing interiors
and building unconventional structural
components.

grey and
grafitowy
sandy

Concrete Wall Cladding
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graphite

Wall cladding is manufactured in the
form of square tiles, in two sizes of not
dyed concrete.

28 cm
5 cm
3 cm

44 cm
8 cm
3 cm

Naturalistic discoloration and split
structure give the realistic appearance.
The intended variety of colours and tiles
thickness gives the surface an
exceptionally natural appearance.

golden autumn D2
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PREF-BET

COLOUR PALETTE

white

sandy

red and graphite

grey and white

grey and sandy

grey and red

light brown

golden autumn D1

graphite

golden autumn D2

Concrete Wall Cladding

dark brown

63

elegance of
natural surface

dark brown

PREF-BET frost resistant wall cladding has the noble appearance
of raw concrete, thanks to which the anticipation of the interior
design can be visible from the outside.
Additionally they protect the surface against the weather
conditions and mechanical damages.
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light brown

The elements resistant to frost will protect the facade
or even the most complex fence.
They will protect the walls against moisture. They can
constitute the complementation of beauty salons,
hairdressing salons or bathrooms.
As a material which is resistant to fire, it is
recommended to be used in public facilities devoted
to mass events and meetings.
The tiles work great on the heating surfaces, such as
fireplaces or radiators front cases.

Concrete Wall Cladding

Natural colours make that concrete tiles can be
applied almost everywhere. They can be painted with
the concrete paint by means of spray or brush.
They are available in the form of linear elements of
two heights, with the possibility of any kind of fitting:
vertically, horizontally, with or without groove. Fitted
vertically, they will perfectly cover the round surfaces,
such as columns or bar contours. They offer simple,
fast and clean installation with the application of
adhesive. They are designed especially for you!
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fencing systems
Cerekiew, ul. Radomska 33
26-652 Zakrzew
Poland
phone: +48 48 384 67 78
fax:
+48 48 385 18 22
mobile: +48 60 844 44 72

www.pref-bet.pl
e-mail: pref-bet@pref-bet.pl

PREF-BET BUSINESS PARTNER

The presented materials are for reference only and do not constitute an offer in the
meaning of the Polish Civil Code provisions.
The products colours and design are indicative in nature only.
Variations from the colours represented here can occur subject to printing techniques.
PREF-BET company reserves the right to implement technical and technological
modifications to products.

